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The Crushing of the Ego
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
He is not an ascetic who is greedy in
his heart and everyday wanders
about for the sake of Maya.
bani of Sri Guru Ramdas Ji
Maharaj. Those who have been attending Satsang at the Sant Bani Ashram
are very familiar with this bani of Guru
Ramdas, on which I have been giving Satsang for the last two weeks. They might
remember that in the beginning Guru
Ramdas talked about the ascetic or yogi
who was opposing his Master. So now he
says, Who is the real ascetic? Who is the
real yogi? He who is free of pride, jealousy, egoism, and negative habits. In the
Path of the Masters, showing miracles
and using supernatural powers is not allowed; those powers are of no importance. In the Path of the Masters, Saints
and Mahatmas tell us how to meditate on
Shabd Naam - because our soul has come
into this world to meditate on Shabd
Naam and go back to our Home.
So lovingly He tells us that if we have
love and yearning for God, if we want to
realize Him, and if we have longing to
meet Him, then we should abstain from
these bad habits. Lust, anger, greed, attachment and egoism: all these are retarding factors, and we should always abstain
from them. Out of these, greed is a very
dangerous passion, and if we want to realize God we should become free from this
bad habit of greed.

T

HIS is the

This talk, fourteenth in a series of commentaries on the Gauri Vars, was given
at Kirpal Ashram, Calais, Vermont, on
July 18, 1980.
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First he was called with respect but
he did not come to take the alms.
Larer on he repented and made his
son sit among the others.
You know that that yogi used to oppose
the Master, Guru Amardas, very much.
So here, Guru Ramdas Ji is telling us the
story of what happened to him. Because
he was opposing and criticizing, and because the Masters are always gracious and
forgive their critics, Guru Amardas invited him to eat with him. But the yogi
was so much against Guru Amardas Ji
that he wouldn't accept the invitation. He
said, "What is the use of going to such
a person?"
Later on, Guru Amardas Ji announced
that anyone who ate in the langar, would
not only be fed free, but they would be
given a lot of wealth. When this was announced, many people came to eat the
food, including that ascetic - but he didn't
dare to come all the way in and eat the
food with the other dear ones. He was interested, though; and he was walking here
and there outside the langar, thinking that
maybe Guru Amardas would come out
and invite him again, and this time he
would accept. But Guru Amardas didn't
come out; he had invited him already, but
he hadn't come; what was the use of inviting him again? Guru Amardas knew
that he was waiting outside, but he paid
no attention to him. Anyway nobody
came to invite him, and he didn't dare
come in, but he was attracted by the
wealth, so he thought of sending his son.
So he sent his son in his place to eat and
collect the promised wealth, but when the

Satsangis and others who knew the story
saw his son, they laughed at him and said,
"Look at that yogi! How greedy he is! He
was criticizing Guru Amardas on the
grounds that he was greedy for name and
fame and wealth; now he cannot control
his greed, so he sends his son to take the
wealth!" Greed is such a funny thing.
So here in the bani, Guru Ramdas says,
"Greed makes us criticize others." Master Kirpal Singh used to say that those
who find fault with others have some selfinterest behind that. Nobody criticizes
anyone without self-interest.
In India, the householders invite those
people who leave their homes and go in
the wilderness and become so-called
"sadhus" to have food and visit with
them, and they think that they are doing
a good deed and will get the blessings of
God. In the olden days, when these
"sadhus" used to go to people's houses to
eat food, the householders would make
very delicious food for them because they
wanted to please God. And after eating
the food, the sadhus would ask for money
to cover the wear and tear of their teeth.
They would say, "We ate your food using
our teeth, and you should pay us for
that." So the householders also gave them
money.
When I was searching for God in my
youth, once I was in the company of one
Lundu Baba, a so-called "sadhu," and we
were going from one place to another in
search of God. Once when we were in
Punjab, we came to a farmer's home and
he prepared very delicious food for us.
After eating the food, that Baba asked for
that wear and tear money. The farmer
gave one rupee to me and another rupee
to the Baba. I did not want the money
and I gave it to the Baba, but the farmer
felt very bad. He said, "If this is going to
happen, my religious deed will not be
completed. Unless you accept the money,
I won't get any benefit." I told him lov4

ingly, "Listen, I am not after money. I am
the son of a farmer, I have even more
wealth than you have. And I can eat any
food, I don't have to eat all this good
food. But I am in search of God, and that
is why I am accompanying this Baba.
And I don't accept any money because I
have a lot of my own, so I am giving this
money to him." So that Baba took the
money quietly and put it in his pocket
without saying anything. I told that
farmer, "Up until now I have eaten many
types of different food, very hard food
and very soft food also, but I have never
found that my teeth suffered any wear
and tear; I still have good teeth."
The point is this: The so-called
"sadhus" go to people's houses and eat
food, and even then because they are so
greedy, they ask for the "wear and tear"
money. They find some excuse for getting
money from the householders. And because the so-called "sadhus" are tempted
by wealth, Guru Amardas Ji invited that
ascetic for lunch and when he didn't
come, in order to tempt him, he announced that he would give away a lot of
money. And because the yogi couldn't
control his greed, yet didn't dare go himself, he sent his son.
I was born in a Sikh family and I had
the idea that if you visit the holy places
where the great Masters have been, you
can get liberation and peace of mind. So
I left no place out; I visited every place
where the great Masters had gone - all the
holy places, all the great temples - but I
didn't get any peace. And when I came
to Baba Bishan Das, he told me that unless we go within, unless we visit the most
holy place that is the human body, we
cannot realize God. Baba Bishan Das told
me that unless we go within, we cannot
get rid of greed and other passions. He
told me that the waves of greed, lust, anger, all come from within. Nothing comes
from outside. Outside, we just act accordS A N T BANI

ing to the feelings or thoughts which have
come in our mind. Since the disease
comes from within, then the medicine for
removing the disease is also within.

AN the righteous people started
laughing when the ascetic was
swayed in the wave of greed.
Where the ascetic sees little wealth he
does not go near, but where he
sees a lot he loses his religion.
0 brother, he is not an ascetic- he
is a crane: Thus think the Sadhus.
The ascetic criticizes the Sat Purush
and is praised in the world - and
for this fault he is killed by God.
Look at what fruit the yogi got by
criticizing the great souls: He lost
all he had earned.
Outside he sits among the righteous
people and is called an "ascetic,"
but when he sits inside he commits
sins.
The Lord shows his inner sins to the
righteous people.
The Lord of Judgment says to the
angels of Yama, "Seize this yogi
andput him in the place where the
great murderers are!"
We can deceive the world, but we cannot
deceive God, because he is sitting within
us and watching our every single action.
Guru Sahib says that he is not an ascetic
who is envious, jealous and critical of
others. He is a false devotee, a false worshiper of God; he is like a crane who
stands in the water pretending he is doing the devotion; he is standing on one
leg and closing his eyes as if he were
doing the devotion of the Lord. But
in his mind he is only thinking of
catching fish. And whenever he gets any
opportunity he catches a fish and eats it.
He who is critical and jealous of others
is not a tapa or ascetic. Never think that
nobody is seeing the karma; God is see-
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ing everything. Even if you sit for meditation in the world below, still you will
be manifested outside; the fragrance of
your meditation will be spread all over,
in the sky, on the earth, everywhere. The
devotee of the Lord who meditates on the
Naam of the Lord twenty-four hours a
day, doesn't remain hidden.
In the same way, if we go underground
and commit any sin, the bad smell of that
deed will spread all over, and God will
know it. So here he says, when the end
time of that yogi came, God ordered the
Lord of Judgment to send that tapa to
such a place where the great sinners were
gathered. We know that if we are aware
of whatever law we live under, but don't
obey it, then we are likely to get more
punishment than those who don't know
anything about the law. In the same way,
if we are called "Mahatmas" or "devotees"
or "great meditators" and many people
worship us, and then if we are not really
great meditators and Mahatmas and are
doing bad deeds, we will get much more
punishment - millions of times more punishment - than ordinary people.
Kabir Sahib says that those who teach
others but don't practice what they teach
will get sand in their mouths. And those
people who take care of other people's
courtyards, but don't protect their own
field, they will always repent. First of all
one should have control of his own mind;
then he might try to teach others. First of
all we should extinguish our own fire, and
then we might be able to extinguish other
people's fires. But what is our condition?
We are burning with the fire of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and egoism, and
we are planning and scheming to save
other people from this fire.
So when the Lord of Judgment was
told by God to send that tapa to the place
where the great sinners were, then the
Lord of Judgment told his angels, his servants, "You send him to such a place

where nobody can see him, because he
has criticized the Sat Purush."

N o one should have any connection
with this ascetic again as he is rejected by the Satguru.
Nanak has told what is happening at
the court of the Lord. He who understands it will improve his life.
Guru Ramdas Ji says, "Don't think that
I have made up this story to frighten you.
I am telling you exactly what. is happening in the Court of the Lord, and how
critics and criminals are getting punished.
If you don't believe it, meditate and go
within and see how God is punishing
those who are pretending to be Mahatmas
but are not, and those who are teaching
others and not practicing themselves. Go
within and see."
Often I say that in order to recognize
a Master, you must look at his life history and see whether he has done any
meditation in his life, whether he has
spent years in deep meditation.

The devotees of the Lord meditate
on the Lord and this is the greatness of the Lord.
The devotees of the Lord sing the
praises of the Lord always.
The Naam of the Lord is the happiness giver.
The Beloveds of God, the Great Souls,
may come from the eternal home, and be
already Saints; but they come into this
world veiled and as soon as they come in
contact with a Perfect Master, their veil
is removed. They come prepared, but in
order to demonstrate to us that we cannot achieve anything without work, they
work day and night, meditate a lot, and
make their lives pure, just to show us that
we also cannot achieve anything unless we
work hard.
Dadu Sahib says, "Dadu talks about
God Whom he has seen with his own

eyes, while others talk about God Whom
they have heard about or read about in
books." Further He says that the Vedas
or other holy books do not convince us
of the existence of God, because they only
tell us that God exists. They cannot really
convince us. People don't like to meditate; they want to get convinced by reading the books. But it is not possible. He
says that there is butter in the milk but
unless we churn it, we cannot get it; we
won't be convinced that the butter is there
until we churn it.

The devotees of the Lord are always
blessed with the Glory of Naam,
which increases every day.
The devotees of the Lord are made
to sit in an immovable house and
the Lord Himself preserves their
honor.
The Lord will ask for the account of
the critics and willpunish them severely.
Whatever the critics have earned in
their heart, they will get that fruit
accordingly.
Whatever is done in the heart will
manifest outside even if it is done
sitting within the earth.
Nanak says, "I have become happy
seeing the Glory of the Lord."
The Beloveds of God are as dear to God
as brothers are dear to sisters, and children to their mother. And those who do
the devotion of the Lord, and become His
beloved, God opens His door for them,
and when they enter the Court of the
Lord, they are honored. The account of
the critic will be seen, and he will have to
explain to God why he did that. We may
sit inside and create karma thinking that
nobody else is seeing, but inevitably we
have to suffer or enjoy the reaction of
that.
He says, "When I met God and saw His
justice, I realized that whatever one is doSANT BANI

ing, he is suffering or enjoying the reactions of his deeds." Guru Nanak says,
"After creating the entire universe, the
Lord has kept one accountant who keeps
the account of all the souls. At that place
only the true ones are accepted; the false
one are rejected."

The Lord Himself is the Protector of
the devotees.
What can the sinner do against
them?
Since God is the Protector of His beloveds, since He is taking care of His children, what can the sinners do? They can
only go on doing sins and increasing their
burden.
King Hirnaikash had many boons from
the Negative Power: He could not be
killed by either human or animal, he
could not die in the daytime or nighttime,
and he could not die either indoors or outdoors. With these boons he became full
of ego and thought, "I am never going to
die! There is no time when it is neither day
nor night; there is nobody who is neither
man nor animal, and there is no place that
is neither inside nor outside; I am not going to die. So why shouldn't I make people do my devotion, as though I were
God?" He started telling everybody, "Repeat this: In the water there is Hirnaikash,
on the earth there is Hirnaikash, in the
past Hirnaikash was God, and in the future also Hirnaikash will be God." He
made everybody do his devotion, and
God did not like that, so He sent a pure
soul, whose name was Prahlad, who was
born as his son. When Prahlad started going to school, he was taught that mantra:
"Hirnaikash is the only God: he was in
the past, he will be in the future, he is in
the water, he is everywhere," etc., etc. But
Prahlad didn't like that, because he was
a real devotee of God, and he said, "No,
that is not true. On the land there is God,
in the water there is God, in the past God
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was God, and in the future also God will
be God."
So the teacher was unhappy because he
was under the orders of Hirnaikash, so
he went to Hirnaikash and said, "Oh
Lord, your son is a spoiled child: he is not
obeying what I tell him. Not only is he
spoilt, but he is spoiling other children
also, because he is saying, 'Hirnaikash is
not God, but God is God!' He is not doing your devotion." So Hirnaikash called
for Prahlad, and when he came he asked
him why he was not doing his devotion.
Prahlad replied that he was a true soul
sent by God to crush Hirnaikash in his
egoism. "Why should I believe in you?
One day you are going to die. I must do
the devotion of the Lord Who is immortal, who is not involved in birth and death,
and Who will liberate me. That is why I am
remembering His Name and not yours."
Hearing this, Hirnaikash became so angry that he took out his sword to kill
Prahlad right then. But he couldn't do it.
After that, he tried many times to kill
Prahlad. Once he threw him from the top
of a mountain, but still Prahlad was
saved; God always protects His devotees.
Finally, when nothing was successful in
killing Prahlad, Hirnaikash made a metal
pillar and heated it, and told Prahlad,
"Now I will see if the Lord you believe
in exists. I will see how He is going to save
you from this heated pillar. Now embrace
this!" Prahlad was a real devotee and he
said, "Yes, I have been saying this in the
past, and I say it again: the Lord exists;
you are not He; there is an ultimate Lord
and I am doing His devotion. He has been
protecting me before, and He will protect
me now."
Happily, and without any hesitation,
he embraced that heated pillar and it became cool and burst asunder; and out of
it stepped God incarnated as Narsinghalf-man, half-lion - and as it was
twilight -neither complete night nor com7

plete day - Narsing caught Hirnaikash in
the doorway so that he was neither completely outside nor completely inside, and
tore him apart.
So Guru Nanak Sahib says, "God
doesn't like people to have ego. Egos are
crushed by God." God has created his
devotees in all four ages, and He has been
saving their honor and protecting them in
all four ages. He saved Prahlad and He
killed Hirnaikash. He has always defeated
the egoistic people and saved and protected His devotees.

Thefoolish egotist practiced egoism

and dies eating poison.
A s a ripe field is harvested, few are
the days of life.
Their reward will be as the deeds they
have done.
The Lord of humble Nanak is great
-he is the Lord of all.
Out of the eighty-four lakhs creatures,
God has made the human being superior;
He has made him the leader of all creation. And those who misuse this opportunity of the human body will come and
go in the different lower forms of creatures; and they will suffer
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The Perfection of Man
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
ou

HAVE JUST HEARD how yoga is
working in present times, and how in
the midst of this darkness there is hope
for light. The golden or higher age of
Sat Yug will be born from Kali Yugit will not fall from Heaven all at once.
The change has started: those who have
eyes may see, those who have ears may
hear. It is always darker before the
dawn, but the more darkness there is, so
the more light there is before us. The
awakening is already there, and twinklings of light can be observed. Again I
would say, those with eyes may see,
those with ears may hear.
The basic teaching and ultimate goal
of all yoga is to see Him in one's own
Self, and one's own Self in Him. I and
my Father are one. In the Gurbani, Father and son are dyed in the same color.
Man has two phases: son of man, and
son of God. But the ultimate goal is
where man becomes the mouthpiece of
God. All yoga leads up to that. Karma
Yoga is complete only when you are
not the doer. In Bhakti Yoga, you are
to form a hypothesis. Ramakrishna Paramhans went to his guru and told him
that he saw the holy Mother in all, but
could not rise into unity. The guru
struck him on the forehead, and he at
once rose into oneness. In Gian Yoga,
one must draw inferences to have dips
into that higher life. Surat Shabd Yoga
is direct contact with the God-into-Expression Power, which is the basic teaching of all world religions. It once happened that a man told Swami Sivananda
about this. There were a number of
foreigners present also, and the Swami
replied that the basic teachings the man
referred to are the same, but that one
must go step by step to that; that this

Y
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is the primary class, but there is also a
middle class, there is a higher class,
leading on to the college teaching, etc.
Karma Yoga relates to the body,
Bhakti Yoga to the heart, and Gian
Yoga to the intellect. The basic teachings tell us we are all one in God-a
very minute study of all scriptures will
lead us to this fact-but what is wanted
is that we see all these as different stages
leading to this. Let the child first crawl
-I know that during my sickness I
could not sit, then I began to sit up, then
to stand, then I went on to walk with
the support of a chair. Similarly on the
way to perfection there are stages, and
all these different phases are laid down
in the scriptures, but the ultimate goal
is the consummation of oneself with
God. Masters come, not to destroy, but
to fulfill. They do not touch outer forms,
but they say that Truth is everywhere.
In the Gita it is said, T o see M e in all,
and all in Me.
So we are very fortunate, for here
you see all yogas and the basic teachings. The highest is to rise into the Absolute. Rise above all different formations, because unless you rise above you
cannot be taught the ABC of Spirituality,
for where the world philosophies end,
there the religion starts. Re means
"back," and ligio, "to b i n d ; once again
to see in your Self we are all one. We
are already one; we have forgotten this
fact, but the unity is there. You may
remain where you are, for all stages are
required; fortunately, all the stages are
available-Hatha
Yoga, Prana Yoga,
Bhakti Yoga, Gian Yoga, and this Surat
Yoga.
When Christ sent his disciples to
preach, he told them that whatever they
9

had learned in secret, they should shout
it from the housetops. So truly speaking, I and Swamiji here, we all, become
the ambassadors of Truth. The child
must grow into a man, a full man, a perfect man. Be ye perfect, even as your
Father in heaven is perfect. The ultimate
goal is before us, and we have got the
highest rung in creation-the man-body,
in which we can become a man. All formations are meant to turn out men; they
are like factories to produce men. Man
is one who develops all around--physically, intellectually, and spirituallyotherwise he is an amputated man. I
would say that more than half of this
age of darkness has passed. The barriers
are being broken, and man is coming
round to think that man should be a
real man. That formation is best which
turns out perfect men. Remain in your
own formations, but with humbleness
toward all humanity. You have a manbody; God made you man. Return to
your true nature. Y o u are not man, you
have got a man-body-you are spirit in
man. God is spirit and spirit is God, and
then, excuse me when I say, you are
none other than God, but the only point
is that there should be realization of
that. Blessed are you, I would say, that
you have come to an awakening-to a
place where the teachings of Truth are
so clearly placed before you. It is a
place of Satsang, which is contact and
company of the True-the Truth Eternal-which can be followed and understood when, if you are fortunate, you
come across a human pole within whom
that Truth is manifested, one who has
realized it; call him by any name. He
may be wearing white, red, black or any
other colored clothes.
Each religion or religious social body
has the same goal, and leaving aside all
else, a Sikh is one who sees the Puran

Jyoti (Complete Effulgent Light) of
God. Know him to be the Khalsa (true
and pure disciple) in whose form the
Complete Light is manifested. It is also
said that only the righteous will reign in
the world, and all men who take refuge
with them will be saved. So the Sikh
social body has to turn out a Khalsa,
and the Muslims have to make a Momin
-the righteous one who sees God in
everyone. A Hindu is one who sees the
Light of God within and everywhere,
though he starts his ABC by taking outer
symbols in the temple. The body is the
true Temple of God in which that Light
is already effulgent. Outer modelstemples, churches, mosques-were made
on the model of man, dome-shaped,
nose - shaped, forehead- shaped. They
placed in those models two symbols, one
of Light and one of Sound. But the
Light and the Sound are not the goal
either-these
form the contact which
leads us to the Ultimate Wordless State,
and that is our True Home. So Light
and Sound is the way back to the Absolute God. A Christian also is one who
sees the Light of God, just as the Muslim who sees the Noor, the Light of
God. All the Saints have preached this
aspect, shorn of outer symbols, which
does not mean they did not respect the
symbols, but they stressed more importance on that which man has forgotten.
When I went to the U.S.A. I simply
told them that the unity already exists,
but we have forgotten it. As a man, who
or what are you? There is no label attached to this body; it is but a body
which does not last long. You are the
indweller, living in the body, but yet
with so many apertures--eyes, ears, and
others-you cannot run out of it. We
should find out who the Maker is of that
which works and moves as long as you,
the soul, are there. Something is conSANT BANI

trolling, otherwise you would be able
to leave through one aperture or another. That is the Controlling Power
which we all worship; that is the Spirit
working within, and we are all on the
way to It. We are fortunate to have
leaders for every stage before us, for
God takes work from everyone step by
step until we reach that goal.
Regarding my recent sickness, an operation was suggested when all the doctors met together, homeopathic, allopathic, ayurvedic, and others. They all
said that an operation was the only permanent cure; other cures afforded only
temporary relief, but ultimately the operation was necessary. So it was decided
with one voice that the operation be performed; it was the decisive decision of
all, and was not dubbed or imposed by
anyone. I feel that it was very successfully carried out. They gave me first one
pill, then another pill-to
make me
senseless-but
I was still in my full
senses. Then I went to the operating
theater and sat down. I asked the doctors, "What do you want?" They said,
"We want to make you senseless." I told
them, "How can you make a conscious
being senseless? If you want me to withdraw, I will do so." They had just completed the operation when I opened my
eyes and asked them, "Gentlemen, when
are you going to perform the operation?" The surgeon replied, "Well, it is
already done." He was amazed that a
man could return to his senses while
under anaesthetic. Do you follow? This
is a science: the conscious and wilful
withdrawal of the self from outward environment and physical body. This is
real. You will find confirmatory cases in
history. In the Sikh records for instance,
it states that Mani Singh was given the
sentence of being cut into pieces, joint
by joint. He pointed to each small joint
November 1984

of the fingers, and said to his executioners, "Here is a joint you have missed,
cut here, and here." This is withdrawal
of the senses from the body. It is not a
new thing, but an old old science we are
learning; but for the want of practical
people it has been lost. As it stands, you
might say that the Truth is bound up in
books. We worship these books, but for
the want of practical people, we do not
follow them.
We are here for the sake of Satsang.
You all love me, I appreciate that-I
also love you; but out of love you have
not followed these teachings practically
-out of over-love I would say. Now I
wish for your love to remain true: that
you follow every word I say. Christ said,
If you love me, keep my commandments. Do not be led away. Contact God
within you, and you within Him; that is
the ultimate goal. There is no need to
change your formation: the Masters
come not to destroy but to fulfill, and to
lead the children to the ultimate goal. I
wish for each one of you-those living
in the Satsang and those who come to
Satsang-to keep a diary for self-introspection, and send them at regular intervals for further guidance. In the past,
the Masters only gave something after
fully preparing the vessel. Nowadays,
where is the time? Now they give some
capital to start with, and ask that it
should be maintained and increased.
Take care that the Light which is in thee
be not darkness. So keep your diaries. I
receive hundreds, and give the guidance.
I also receive hundreds of letters every
month-this is my work, not your work.
I know that you love me, and I am very
grateful, but true love consists in following the advice I give. From today onward keep your diaries and send them
regularly. We also have a program here:
at 4 a.m. the bell is rung, so they must

sit regularly. And there should be at
least one hour for talks and some brief
sessions-also in the evening-from 8 to
9 in the morning, and 6 to 7 in the evening. Do you follow me, dear friends?
For those who do not follow, this talk
will be fully translatcd into Hindi.
In whom does the Truth become
manifest? In him who is true to Him
and true to his own self. One who is
true to himself will not deceive others,
for God is within him and the Guru is
also within him. One who does not decieve the God in himself will surely not
deceive others either. Before we can deceive others, we first deceive ourselves,
and it means that we do not believe in
His Omnipresence, otherwise we would
not do these things.
There is a story that two seekers went
to a Mahatma. To test them he gave
them each a dove and told them to kill
the doves where no one could see them.
One of them was very smart, as you can
find many people nowadays, and qu~ckly
went behind the nearest wall and killed
the bird. The other man roamed around
from morning till night, but could not
find a place. He returned to the Mahatma and said, "I searched everywhere
but could not find an unseen place to
kill the bird in, because even in the
lonely places the bird was seeing me and
I was seeing the bird." This is to illustrate that he who sees God ever present
in all things and everywhere, can do no
wrong. And furthermore, Hear the

teachings of the Satguru, and you will
see God. Remember the Master with
every breath-all your worries will be
over, for he who sees Him present everywhere has no fear. There is a very famous incident in the Mahabharata epic.
When Duhsasana tried to unrobe Draupadi, she called upon Lord Krishna to
save her. He came to her rescue and
lengthened the sari cloth she was wearing so much that Duhsasana could not
finish unrolling it. And yet, the help arrived a little late, for by that time her
head had already been uncovered.
(These days it is fashionable for
ladies to go about with their heads
uncovered.) Draupadi turned to Lord
Krishna and said, "What is the use in
your coming when Duhsasana had already succeeded in uncovering my
head?" Lord Krishna asked her, "To
whom did you call for help?" She replied, "Why of course to the Lord
Krishna of Brindaban." Krishna smiled
and said, "Well, coming all the way
from Brindaban naturally takes some
time. I am in you, nearest to you, had
you called me from there I would have
been with you on the very instant." The
very word "Krishna" comes from the
Sanskrit root Kri, meaning that which
is nearest. So the very first thing is to
see Him everywhere, and for achieving
that, keep a diary according to program.
Those who live in the Ashrams should
be the first in this regard to be an example to others.
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The Reality of Non-Violence
nineteenth in a series of commentaries on the Gospels
RUSSELL PERKINS
the level of a social code into the level of
an esoteric code or a means of growth on
the part of individuals.
Many things in this sermon do refer
Mount -often called that, although as we
have seen, a better title for it, as some specifically back to passages in the Law
modern translations have it, is the Great of Moses, some of them in the Ten ComInstruction. This is the specific instruction mandments, some of them in other parts.
given by Jesus to His initiates as to how This section here is connected to the comto make themselves receptive to that mandment about not taking the name of
which He wished to give them; the con- the Lord in vain. But it goes far beyond
ditions that were to be met in order to be that. It isn't really talking about swearable to receive.
ing in our modern sense, although that is
So today, we'll study one section rela- a part of it. It is referring again to that
tively briefly, and then get into another sense of ourselves in relation to the
one which may take us longer.
universe that we saw was the principle
meaning of the very first part of this serAgain, ye have heard that it hath been mon: Blessed are the poor in spirit for
said by them of old time, Thou shalt not theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
forswear thyself, but shalt perform unto
When we swear by something, we inthe Lord thine oaths:
voke the name of something over which
But I say unto you, Swear not at all; we have no control. When we say, "By
neither by heaven; for it is God's throne: God," or even as Jesus says here, "By
Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool: heaven," or even "By earth," or even by
neither by Jerusalem; for it is the city of ridiculous things like "our head," the fact
the great King.
is that we can't make one hair white or
Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, black. We have no control over these
because thou canst not make one hair things, and when we invoke them in comwhite or black.
mon speech (and how much more when
But let your communication be, Yea, we invoke the name of the Lord in comyea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more mon speech), we enforce in ourselves the
than that cometh of evil.
illusion that we do. And this makes our
MATTHEW 5 : 33-37
work of growth harder.
And therefore, He says, you had betI think this is a very interesting section. ter stick to "yes" or "no." And further,
Many scholars think that the text is gar- there is also the question of truthfulness.
bled here, that there was some confusion We know that the Masters define untruthwhen it was originally translated from the fulness of speech, not only as outright lyAramaic that Jesus spoke, into the Greek. ing, but also as implying that we know or
Whether that is true or not, it still has a are in control of more than we are. It
lot of application. We have seen that this covers a lot of ground.
instruction in many ways is an adaptation
I recall a friend once telling me that
of the Law of Moses, bringing it out of when he was in India in the late 1960's
continuing our study in the
gospels. We have been for some
W
time now studying the Sermon on the
E ARE
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there was a new camera and someone
wanted to take a picture of Master Kirpal Singh. Nobody knew how to work the
camera. This fellow was pretty clever and
he said to the Master, "I can work it."
And he took the camera and everyone
lined up, including the Master. Minutes
went by and he couldn't figure out how
to work it, so he gave up. Before he could
admit that he couldn't work it, the Master
came u p t o him and took the camera
away and said, "If you can't do it, don't
say it."
Something of that is implied here. We
can't d o it; so we shouldn't say it. In
Chapter 12 of this same gospel, Jesus says
very clearly:
But I say unto you, That every idle
word that men shall speak, they shall
give account thereof in the day of
judgment.
MATTHEW 12: 36

"Every idle wordn- that is one of the hard
sayings. But the Masters have confirmed
that this is the true teaching. We don't appreciate the effect of everything that we
even say, let alone do. Even "thought,"
according t o the Masters, comes into this
category. Every thought, every word, every deed, has a reaction. We are in the
habit of not taking that seriously. So we
multiply words upon words and we cannot help but be untruthful, because we are
not fully aware of everything we say.
Swearing is the most obvious example of
that.
In His famous talk in Los Angeles in
1963, Master Kirpal Singh spoke on this
subject:
"Silence is golden. Speak as little as
possible."
And then H e repeated it with great emphasis:

"Silence is golden. Speak as little as
possible. When you speak, speak in the
most kind and gentle manner. Don't lose
your temper over anything. Always keep
your tongue under control. This is one
thing. The wound given by a sword will
be healed in a month or so; but the wound
given by the tongue is not healed. All
through life, whenever you remember
again it becomes fresh."
Generally, I have found that this is a
hard thing to grasp. But it is important
and it is true - not so much in the deliberately evil things that we d o , but in the
ways in which we indulge ourselves - the
self-justifying, self-indulging things that
we say or do, thinking that it doesn't matter. These are the things that can add up
and multiply and in the long run carry
great weight.
We don't mean any harm when we
swear by these things that we can't control. We don't mean any harm when we
glibly volunteer to d o something which we
cannot, in fact, do. We are perfectly innocent as far as intent goes. But the fact
remains that the closer we can stick to
"yes" and "no," the more we will be within the c o m m a n d m e ~ t sof the Masters.
The next section is very important and
famous. I think that whenever people
speak of the Sermon on the Mount, they
are referring primarily to this section.
Ye have heard that it hath been said,
An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth:
But I say unto you, That ye resist not
evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on
thy right cheek, turn to him the other
also.
And if any man will sue thee at the
law, and take away thy coat, let him have
thy cloak also.
And whosoever shall compel thee to go
a mile, go with him twain.
Give to him that asketh thee, and from
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him that would borrow of thee turn not
thou away.
Ye have heard that it hath been said,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate
thine enemy.
But I say unto you, Love your enemies,
bless them that curse you, do good to
them that hate you, and pray for them
which despitefully use you, and persecute you;
That ye may be the children of your
Father which in heaven: for he maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and
on the unjust.
For if ye love them which love you,
what reward have ye? do not even publicans the same?
And if ye salute your brethren only,
what do ye more than others? do not even
the publicans so?
Be ye therefore perfect, even as your
Father which is in heaven is perfect.
MATTHEW 5 : 38-48

Again, there is the connection with the
Law of Moses - "an eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth." A famous verse
which is repeated, I think, in three different places in the Old Testament. It is important to realize that this is not a
vindictive provision; this is a provision on
a social level which was meant to prevent
people from getting more than that. The
idea was that you should restrict yourself
in revenge. If someone took away your
eye, you should not ask for more than
their eye in return. You should not demand their life, for example. It was in
that spirit that this provision was included in the Mosaic Law. It is considered,
generally, to be a very progressive section
of that law and one that was probably all
that was practical on a social level at that
time.
But on a spiritual level, this is definitely the law of the Negative Power. This is
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the working of the Law of Karma in a
nutshell. An eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth is exactly what we have to pay
to the Negative Power. And if we demand
our rights on that basis; if we do not forego the provisions of this law, we are, ourselves, setting ourselves up to be treated
in the same way when our turn comes.
This concept has been explored a great
deal in literature, sometimes very profoundly. Shakespeare wrote a couple of
plays on this theme* and there are numerous other examples of it, too.
Therefore, what is required, as Jesus is
saying here (and He is giving a number
of specific examples which would have
been familiar to the people of the time in
a very direct way) is instant forgiveness.
In other words, that we forgive at the time
we are up against it, so to speak- when
we are being wrongly used. And there is
no indication that we are not being
wrongly used; there is no sense that it is
a good thing to get slapped on the cheek.
In the Middle East, then as now, this was
the supreme insult. If someone was
slapped by someone else with their open
hand on his cheek, this was considered the
supreme insult - far more derogatory
than being hit with a closed fist. And to
be able to forgive him instantly, and offer
him your other cheek to slap as well, was
a great deal to ask - a very great deal.
This is a quote from Professor Hugh
Schonfield- a very remarkable modern
scholar, not all of whose opinions I agree
with, but whose scholarship is very sound.
He says:
"The policy of no reprisals was a difficult
one to advocate since the people were
largely at the mercy of the legionaires,
that is, the Roman soldiers, . . . many of
them mercenaries who hated the Jews.
The sufferings of the poor Jewish peasant
* The Merchant of Venlce and Measwe for Measure. See also Hamlet, Act 11, Scene 2, lines 479-484.

were particularly severe. At any moment
impost collectors (tax collectors) might
break into his hovel to impound his few
possessions, brutally striking him if he
resisted. If he had nothing else worth taking, they would even strip him of his tunic, that is t o say, his cloak. As he passed
along the road with his donkey he might
meet a company of soldiers who would
compel him to carry their baggage for
miles in the opposite direction t o which
he was going. The very word for this
forced service was Hebraised from the
Greek, so that the angaria or impressment
was spoken of with solemn hatred. Request for money with no intention to repay was another affliction to be endured,
so that it is hardly surprising that there
should be resistance. Yet it is noteworthy
that Jewish tradition attributes the destruction of Jerusalem t o initial acts of
retaliation such as Jesus would fain have
prevented. Reprisals would only aggravate the people's unhappy condition."*
This does appear to be the genuine
historical context of these verses. It is certainly not the only context in which they
have validity, but it is a far cry, indeed,
from concepts like draft resistance. Actually, what is being advocated is precisely
the opposite: "If you are drafted, go," is
the meaning of these verses. If we have
objections to the draft o n other grounds,
that is another thing. But they are not
justified by these verses.
The destruction of Jerusalem may have
been brought about because the Jewish
people did not pay attention to this teaching (and Jesus may not have been the only
one advocating it). Because they insisted
o n getting their own back, we might say,
and they demanded to get what was rightfully theirs (and it was rightfully theirs because they had been very badly misused),

they succeeded in bringing down their
whole country around their heads.
That is also true on an individual level, spiritually speaking. We have a right
to demand what is ours. And if we demand it, we may get it. But we should
remember that if we do that, then whom
are we imitating? We are certainly not imitating the Masters. We are not imitating
Christ who allowed Himself to be put on
the cross when H e didn't deserve t o die.
We are not imitating Guru Arjan who
was tortured to death for no reason except that He was a holy man. We are not
imitating Guru Teg Bahadur who refused
t o prostitute Himself to suit the emperor,
and who was beheaded by him, nor are
we imitating any other Master. We are
imitating Kal, because that is Kal's law "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth." We can have that; that is our option. But when we take it, we set ourselves
u p for the same provisions when they apply to us, and they willapply to us. Jesus
specifically puts it on this ground:
But I say unto you, Love your enemies,
bless them that hate you, and pray for
them which despitefully use you, and
persecute you;
That ye may be the children of your
Father which is in heaven: for he maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and
on the unjust.
MATTHEW 5 : 44-45

People are punished by karma; that
comes through Kal. But the basic set-up
of the universe-that which is provided
from above - is the same for everybody.
Ultimately the opportunity is the same for
everybody, and no one can tell how grace
works.

* H u g h J . Schonfield, The Aurhetrric Nex Teslumen/ (New Y o r k : 1958), p p . xxiv-xxv.

For if ye love them which love you,
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what reward have ye? do not even the
publicans the same?
MATTHEW 5: 46

O f course, some of the people sitting there
were publicans. We have seen that the
publicans were the tax collectors who
worked for the Roman state. They were
hated because they were considered traitors. They worked for the occupying power and every patriotic Jew hated them, for
excellent reason. If the same situation
were repeated in modern America,
modern Americans would hate them, too.
And yet Jesus uses them over and over
again as examples, sometimes to shame
the people, sometimes to show them that
what we consider as inferior is not necessarily inferior.
It's easy t o love people who love you
back. There is no virtue in that; it's automatic.
And if ye salute your brethren only,
what do ye more than others? do not even
the publicans so?
MATTHEW 5 : 47

Master Kirpal has pointed out that even
the animals are very loving toward members of their own family. And they also
respond very kindly, usually, when people treat them with love. So in what way
are we superior if our love and our concern is confined t o those who love us and
are kind to us?
Again, this ties back to the verse in the
first part of the chapter: "Ye are the salt
of the earth"; that is, "You people who
have been given Naam are the salt of the
earth." As Master Kirpal put it, "You are
supposed t o be good people."
People who are initiated, who are given
the secrets of the Beyond, are held to a
higher standard than others. T o whom
much is given, much is expected.
The doctrine of non-violence has some-

times been confused with cowardice. If
someone weaker than us is being attacked
and we are in a position to d o something
about it, if we say, "Well, no. I believe
in non-violence," and don't help that person out, this is not a good thing.
Baba Sawan Singh, in an important letter, points this out and then goes on to
explain the higher inner teaching of the
thing:
"All saints, including Lord Jesus, give
us the Word-the practice of which
would lift man up from Pinda to Anda
and higher regions, thereby generating
in him the strength to conquer the evil
in him and attain salvation which is the
object of human life. When the key, the
Word, is missing, the doctrine of 'nonresistance of evil' remains a dead letter.
It has been said in previous letters that
our viewpoint on life changes rapidly
with every little travel on the spiritual
journey within ourselves.
'The senses are detached from the objects; the mind no longer runs through
the senses; the attention is held by the
Word within; the evils-lust, anger,
etc.-run out from within, finding the
place too hot for them-not secretly, but
declaring openly that in the presence of
the Word they cannot remain within.
"When the evils have been conquered
and turned out, their place is taken by
the positive qualities; then strife and
struggle give place to peace and tranquility. And the higher the rise is within, the
greater is the harmony with the Word
and His creation. Then the doctrine of
non-resistance to evil, or putting it positively and at a much higher level, the
doctrine of charity, mercy and love, is
seen as the handmaid of the Word, and
comes into action automatically. And
when it becomes dynamic and dominating, the doctrine of non-resistance to evil
acquires a new meaning.
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'The evil is seen as a mere weakness
which is easily tolerated in the hope that
properly handled it can be overcome.
The parents' love with their gentle but
firm handling of their children gives
them good breeding. The teacher's love
and handling makes them good citizens.
The church does its bit. But the Saints'
love and handling makes them Saints.
Parents, teachers and church work in
very narrow spheres and have their limitations. They teach toleration and do
good work, but do not eradicate evil; and
without its eradication the strength 'to
love your enemies and them that hate
you and use you spitefully' does not
develop.
"The whole beauty, therefore, lies in
the Word and its practice. Because the
Saints are rare and the Word cannot be
had except from a living Saint, and the
practice of the Word is no joke, and
without the grasp of the Word there is no
awakening of the soul, no victory over
the mind and senses, no development of
the positive qualities and no banishment
of evil: the man, no matter how intellectual, remains an animal. He imitates
Saints without the strength of Saints,
glibly talks of Their doctrine, but cannot
live up to it. With the result that there is
a clash in the doctrine and the facts of
daily life and warfare."*
With all that, and the truth of that is obvious, the Masters do really require on a
very immediate daily level this practice of
non-resistance or turning the other cheek.
I will tell you a story of a case in my
life when I was brought face to face with
this in a way which I had never experienced before.
In the winter of 1967, we were holding
Satsang in the Big House; there were not
more than ten or twelve people attending

* SANT BANI,July
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and there might have been three or four
living at the ashram aside from Judith
and me. In that year a neighbor (who is
no longer living here and has been gone
for a very long time) owned a piece of
land which was completely surrounded by
ashram land, which at that time was personally owned by Judith and me,
although it is not now. He had, I think,
a ten-acre piece that was bounded on four
sides (or at least three sides) by ashram
land. And he decided that he had a legal
right-of-way that went right around the
Big House. (At that time there was no
Satsang Hall - Satsang and meditation
were held in the Big House.)
He let us know this by suddenly going
through with many friends on snowmobiles without any warning. This was in
1967, the first year that snowmobiles became popular.
I didn't know what to make of it. This
man had been very respectful of us in the
past and now all of a sudden here he was
with a band of snowmobiles charging
through the ashram. He didn't say anything. Finally I managed to stop him. One
day twenty-five snowmobiles came
through just before Satsang started in the
afternoon (In those days Satsang was at
1:00 p.m.). I was just getting ready to begin the Satsang and I heard this incredible noise. I ran out the front door, and
there they came! An army of them, with
him at the head. I stopped him; I said,
"What on earth is going on?" He said,
"Well, I'm just using my right-of-way."
I said, "What right-of-way?" He said,
"The right-of-way I got to my land up
there." He was very breezy. The people
he had with him were members of the
Lakes Region Snowmobile Club which he
was persuading to buy that piece of land
in order to use it as a headquarters for
their snowmobiles.
I was upset. I told him that I thought
that he was mistaken. I'm afraid I was a

little bit haughty. He wasn't; he was very
cheerful. He did not get mad back; he was
very calm. He said that I should check it
out with the lawyers and I would see.
I did check it out with the lawyers. I
became obsessed with it, and I did a lot
of examining. I came to the conclusion
that he was totally in the wrong: that there
was, in fact, excellent reason to believe
that the right-of-way that went with that
piece of land was in an entirely different
place and that he, himself, had admitted
that sometime in the past. But the deed
was ambivalent; there was no specific
thing on our deed that required the rightof-way to be in a particular place.
The lawyers suggested that I file suit
against him to remove "cloud from title."
This is a legal term which means that it
would not be anything punitive on him,
but would simply clear the thing legally
so we would not have to worry about this.
I talked to a lot of people about it; I
talked to my father; I talked to friends of
mine whom I respected. And everyone
said, "Yes, you should do this. You must
do this. This is very bad."
The other thing was that he was willing to sell the land, also. He wanted to
sell it to somebody; he was happy to sell
it to us. The price was about three or four
times what it was worth at that time. The
irony of it is that it was a bargain by today's prices. (Of course I didn't know
what the future was going to hold in that
way.) And I was righteously indignant at
that because it seemed like an extortion
to me, like a Mafia ploy. I tend to get very
self-righteous with these things.
Well, everyone said to go ahead and do
it; the lawyer said to go ahead and do it.
And I thought, "This is the thing to do.
I'm going to show him." So I went ahead
and filed the suit. The day after he got
the notification of it in the mail, I'm telling you, it was like hell broke loose.
Up to that time he had come through

only when we were not having meetings
and at reasonable hours. From that point
on it was any time of day or night. It was
open warfare. I never knew when he was
going to come. Once a bunch of them
came through right during a meditation
before Satsang. Many times they came at
night when I was away. (I was working
nights as a linotype operator in Concord.)
I didn't get back until after midnight
which meant that I was not here in the
evening and he often came through in the
evening - but never on the weekends
when I was here.
And yet on those weekends I was so obsessed with this thing, and so determined
to fix things, to make things right, to
teach him, to show him, to get him where
he deserved to be gotten, that I was out
walking with a lantern night after night
waiting for him to come. I had to see him.
I couldn't bear the thought that I might
be in the house when he came. I had to
be out there. And he never came: at no
time when I was walking did he come. I
was very conscious during this period, of
the Master's absence. "Master, where are
you? Why aren't you with me? I need you
now more than ever, where are you?"
And, you know, He wasn't there. It was
very clear to me that He wasn't there, and
yet it never occurred to me why. Although
Judith was very good and tried to help me
a lot, I was really a madman. And it went
on and on like that and got worse and
worse.
I would sit for bhajan and I would hear
snowmobile sounds. Truly. I didn't know
what was going on. I was cracking up.
And they continued to come. They could
come at any time. And no matter how
much I tried, I couldn't be out there every minute. Often it so happened that
they came through and I just couldn't get
out fast enough to stop them.
I finally gave up. I wrote a letter to
Master and told Him all about it. If I still
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had my letter (which I don't) you'd be
amazed at what a good guy I made myself out to be in that letter. I told Him
everything from my point of view - how
undoubtedly that man was getting back
at the ashram for some reason; he didn't
like us being here. I explained everything
in my terms.
Judith's aunt had offered us the use of
her house in Florida for a few weeks, and
after mailing the letter, we took advantage of her offer and went down until the
snow melted. I couldn't stand the thought
of being here one more day with snow on
the ground. I got work down there; it was
not difficult in those days with linotype
machines still in existence. I got a job the
day I arrived, and we had a nice time for
six weeks.
Toward the end of the stay I got a letter from Master in response to my letter.
Reading it over now I'm kind of surprised
at how mild it really was. But it hit me
like a ton of bricks. The first part of it,
I've often quoted. It was published in The
Impact of a Saint and other places. Of
course, I had written out of extreme anxiety. Sleep was something that I really
didn't have much of.
"Worry and hurry are the chief causes
to dwell on by the mind. If you could just
eliminate these two by resigning to the
Divine Will and Pleasure of the gracious
Master Power working overhead, you
will be relieved of the undue strain and
stress. Please note it for certain that whatever comes to your account is in your best
spiritual interests."

I've often quoted that paragraph to
people, but very seldom in context.
Remember that what was coming to my
account at this time was, from my point
of view, possibly the worst thing that had
ever happened to me.
"Please note it for certain that whatever
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comes to your account is in your best
spiritual interests. And becoming a fit
receptacle for the divine grace, you have
to inculcate a sense of self-abnegation
and effacement without involving your
mind. The more you are relaxed, reposing and receptive, more of ineffable bliss
and harmony will fall to your lot. Just
rise so high in the loving lap of the Master Power to consider yourself as a child
who would relish 'Thy will, not mine be
done.' Your deep gratitude for manifold
blessings is good and appreciated."

I can't remember what I could have written that He would answer with that except that there had never been a time since
I'd been initiated that I would have said
that there was a total absence of grace.
Then He commented on the vacation
in Florida:
'You may do so, as casual recess from the
humdrum of routine life sometimes
brings in good results. But, you should
devote maximum time for meditations
and keep yourself cheerfully busy in doing something useful. Mind must not be
left vacant and its faculties be harnessed
and utilized for spiritual progress.
"As regards the Sant Bani Ashram land
dispute, it could have been better if you
could have discussed it in all loving politeness with the party concerned. It
would still be advisable to seek cooperation of Mr. - - through some common
friend which may straighten the affairs
with the grace of the Master. Such like
impediments do obstruct sometimes and
cause disturbance. However, patience,
humility and loving kindness pays in the
long run. You should play your part in
as noble a manner as you possibly can do
and leave the rest to the Master Power."

I can't tell you how that letter hit me. It
hit me like an atomic bomb. Like a

hydrogen bomb it hit me. It had such a
devastating effect. It wasn't sadness; it
was relief!
Florida had been very good. There
weren't any snowmobiles down there, and
it had been helpful. I had been going to
Satsang and it was good for me to just
be attending Satsang. There were a lot of
Satsangis down there and we became
close friends with many of them.
But when I got that letter the underlying tension that had been there just went
away, and I knew what I had to do. I saw
very clearly that I had been wrong and
that I had brought the whole thing on to
myself - and that I had been turning my
face away from the Master and that was
why I had been conscious of His loss.
So, I went back home. First of all, I
wrote to a neighbor here (also a Satsangi)
who did know Mr. - - and who could
serve very well as a mediator. I told her
what Master had said and asked her to try
to arrange a meeting between us as soon
as I got home. And I came home and
called up the lawyer and told him to call
off the suit.
The neighbor was away when we came
back and some time elapsed, but when he
finally did come, he came in to my house
and sat down, and I said (and I meant it),
"I apologize for the trouble I've caused
you by bringing the lawsuit." And he
looked at me with absolute sincerity and
said, "I apologize for what I have done
that caused you to bring the lawsuit in the
first place." I said that I had withdrawn
the suit and he could use the right-of-way
as often as he wanted, and he said, "Well,
I don't want to use it anymore." I said,
"All right. That's fine. That's good. But
feel free to use it if you want to." He said,
"No. I'm not going to use it. I promise
you that." And we shook hands and he
left.
It came true. He moved away in a few
months and I haven't seen him since. But

even before he left he never caused us a
bit of trouble.
One of the most interesting parts of this
whole story is this: A lot of people knew
about the snowmobiles. People would ask
me how it had come out. And when I told
them what had happened, people were astounded.
I told another neighbor who had been
very sympathetic with us about it at the
local store one night, and her jaw just
dropped down to her waist. She couldn't
believe that something like that could
really happen in real life. And yet it is
right there in the Gospel of Matthew that
everyone believes in. But when people see
a practical demonstration of it, this is the
way they tend to react: "What is this? He
meant it? It really works?"
So, in my experience, this is the true
teaching of the Masters, and it is of the
utmost importance. I could have saved
myself a great deal of suffering. Why I
suffered so much over that particular
thing, I don't know. There was some deep
identification that I had with the land
which made me feel that those snowmobiles were running through me. And that
was a flaw that had been with me from
the start.
I also felt that the Master was being
taken advantage of - a feeling which He
obviously did not share.
In any case, the fact is that the teaching about turning the other cheek is a real
one and it works! It does not necessarily
apply to the conduct of countries and
large political entities, or people responsible for the lives and happiness of other
people. It applies to people who are interested in spiritual growth, who have
committed themselves to spiritual growth
and who supposedly take the words of the
Master seriously. It was a very hard lesson for me and a very valuable one. I have
never forgotten it and I hope to God I
never will.
SANT BANI

Book Review
THE BOOK OF JONAH illuminated and illustrated with thirty-four
blockprints by all children in grades three through eight in the Sant
Bani School; a story for adults and children. Sanbornton: Sant Bani
Ashram, 1984.
King James Version of The Book
of Jonah is unique because of its
marvelous block print illustrations, created by children ages seven to fifteen,
every one of which achieves a fine balance
between childlike-ness and artistry. The illuminations as well as the block prints
bubble with humor, happy imagination
and skill.
For most people, the name "Jonah" immediately makes a connection with
"whale" and stops there. This brief story,
however, is packed with action and profound significance. The very fact that it appears at all in the religious literature of a
people who saw themselves as The Chosen
astounds one since its author has the audacity to suggest that their Yahweh God
cared also about their traditional enemies
who lived in the Mesopotamian area.
For centuries, warriors from those great
Assyrian cities had not only harassed the
inhabitants of the Promised Land, exacting tribute, but actually had scattered
whole tribes. Later, they even had sacked
the city of Jerusalem, pillaging and then
destroying the holy temple built by King
Solomon, and had taken the inhabitants
of Judah off into captivity to Babylon.
With a leap of insight, this story of
Jonah transcends the traditional concept
of God-believed to belong to the Hebrews only, functioning in their geographical area only, protecting them only,
urging them to kill off other inhabitants
of their Promised Land, and battling
along with them in bloody, merciless combat. Yet, in this story, there emerges the
concept that God cares about the doers of
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evil way off in that enemy city of Nineveh.
Further, when its inhabitants repent, God
shows them mercy and forgives - an act
unappreciated by Jonah.
It is easy to identify with Jonah, who,
given a challenging task, prefers to avoid
it. Naively, he thought he could run away
from his designated job and from God
simply by going elsewhere.
Drama and humor abound in the
vigorous illustrations which closely and
vividly reveal the progressing events. Lively prints depict the violent storm tossing
the ship in which Jonah had booked passage. Delightful illustrations show him at
prayer in the belly of the "great fish"
(whale never mentioned). Another, with
naive charm, portrays a huge toothed fish
disgorging Jonah onto a flowery shore. A
powerful illustration shows God once
more calling Jonah, "Arise, go."
The blockprints illustrating his travels
depict with wry humor the contrast between his pel1 me11 rush away from
Nineveh and his obedient but footdragging compliance.
Jonah, like all of us, had many lessons
to learn. He had promised doom to evil
doers, but God let him down by forgiving them. Furious, Jonah who had been
grateful and had benefited from God's
mercy toward him, bitterly resents that
same loving kindness extended toward
others. Powerful prints reveal the dramatic, ensuing conflict between God and
his man, Jonah, and the final resolution.
The retelling of the story of Jonah is
available through Sant Bani Ashram.
Mildred Meeh

The Cage of the Universe
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
NOTE:This is the fourth in a series of informal talks given by Sant Ji in
remembrance of Master Kirpal. The talks
were written down and translated by A.
S. Oberoi.
HIS U N ~ R S is
E such that the Negative
Power has made each one of us a victim, captured with the handcuffs of good
and bad actions.
The whole universe is a cage and sin is
the net. Everyone is caught in it and Kal
is managing it.
Some people passed by the side of a
prison. They saw the condition of the
prisoners, and took pity on them. One
gave them water, the second one something more sweet, the third one gave
clothes, the fourth gave them blankets
etc., and the fifth one thought that despite
all the compassion and mercy shown to
them, what the prisoners needed most was
to stop being prisoners, and he released
them from prison.
Such rare and exceptional good can
only be done by Saints, even though there
are many who will give free food or help
those who are without limbs or diseased.
There are many who will run the school,
but he who liberates the soul from the
prison house can only be a Saint and no
one else. The inner Guru has excused only
Saints, and made them His own. How
good it would be if one were to give
one's life to the inner power, Kirpal, so
that He may release us from the cycle of
transmigration! Otherwise, death will
come for sure, and make us its prey one
day. We can decide for ourselves whether
this is correct advice or not.
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"One who interprets the scripture but
does not act on it, nor has realized himself, is the greatest criminal.
"Tied always to ignorance like a buffalo, a man's way of thinking remains
that of an animal, although he has substituted beard and mustache for horn and
tail. Our real foe is our outgoing faculties, but if we win them over, they are our
real friend.
"He who has subjugated the mind is the
real brave one."
SHANKARACHARYA

"He who has controlled the mind is the
real warrior; catching the five outgoing
faculties, he removes the duality."
KABIR

"One who recognizes the Brahm is the
real Brahmin. One who takes the outer
and inner power to be the same by conquering the five dacoits, does not remain
in an illusion. One who keeps the thread
of compassion over one's head, studies
the science of soul and makes others study
and realize God, one who does not have
passions, only He is called Brahmin."
CHARAN DASS

One should eat only what is honestly
earned and share it with others.
Nanak, only such a one knows the
way.
GURU NANAK

For worship, it is necessary that one
should take honestly earned food,
so that one does not come to grief.
BU ALI-QALANDER
SANT BANI

One must please the inner Shabd, the
Guru Power, and manifest it, so that He
protects us, as He protected Prahlad. Like
crane-like worshipers, we can deceive the
poor worldly people, but not the One
Who knows what lies in each heart. Only
by pleasing Him can we gain anything.
He is looking at us, as a cat keeps an eye
on the mouse, and He will catch us whenever He likes. If we please our Guru, then
He will call us to Himself, and we will be
intoxicated in His love. The Celestial Music is His voice and we must catch it.
Once the cub of a lion was taken away
by a shepherd who kept it with goats, and
it became goat-like. A lion passed by the
herd and was surprised to see that cub in
the herd of goats, and enquired from the
cub why it was roaming with goats; but
the cub said that it was not a cub but a
kid. The lion roared and inspired it to
roar similarly. And when it did so, the
goats and shepherd ran away in fear, and
it went with the lion to the forest.
Similarly, the soul-like cub is roaming unaware with the mind and outgoing faculties, like goats; and if one comes across
an intoxicated fakir, who makes it roar
like a lion, then only can this soul go to
its Real Home, and not otherwise.
Mind is a monkey, who is misguiding
the soul and entangling it in outer things.
Whether one benefits or not, one keeps
following it like a sheep. Our nectar is being taken away by the three parrots: Raja,
Sata, and Tama; and due to the weakness
of the soul, which is under the control of
the establishment - the mind and outgoing faculties -we have really forgotten
our greatness. Just as the Congress Party
in India was able to liberate the country
from the British Colonial Rule, similarly,
we should liberate our soul from the control and government of the mind, and go
to our native place, our Real Home.
We should try to remain contented and
not run after worldly riches; otherwise,
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the sun and the moon will appear as witnesses against us, that we ran after the
worldly riches and, remaining dissatisfied, never remembered the Holy One
who created us.

Reading four Vedas, eighteen Puranas, and nine Shastras, we lost the
real jewel.
Without realizing the Self and the
Overself, one remains like the
chandool bird.
TULSI SAHIB

We have spent our whole life in speaking
the language of others, like the chandool
bird. By talking about the past Saints, we
kept on singing their greatness, but did
not learn the real lesson about which they
preached. It was necessary that we also
should have caught hold of the inner Satguru, as the past Saints did, and benefited
by constantly remaining in contact with
Him and singing His praises. We must
realize that childhood has gone, youth is
no more, and old age is nearing its end.
We must therefore take heed and sit
through the whole night in His remembrance, with zeal and alertness, and weed
out the insects of lust, anger, greed, attachment and ego, which have taken root
inside us, one by one. Otherwise, the angels of death are keeping watch and will
butcher us as the butcher kills the goats.
If we become wise, even now, and please
our inner Guru, then making us ride on
the horse of Naam, He will take us to our
True Home. Because the Guru comes into
this world only for the sake of the souls,
t o take them to the Oversoul; and this is
his grace and His real and only work.
With the grace of Supreme Father Kirpal, I realized the three most invaluable
things in human life. In this temple of the
human body, there is nothing like the
most captivating and bewitching Satguru,
as the rest is a collection of bones, flesh
and blood. He is the only One who is im-

measurably great; He took the body of
Lord Kirpal, and is present in every heart.
I see Him in each human body, not by my
capacity, but with the beneficence and
grace of Supreme Father Kirpal. Param
Sants respect even the poor and low, and
forgive the worldly people with their outer
munificence and kindness. Within this
human house, if we become really humble before Him - because one can realize
God only by becoming meek and humble - then He is utmost kind and compassionate, just as He became kind to
Ravidas the cobbler, or Ibrahim Adham
who was the king of Balkh Bukhara, and
served Kabir for twelve years.
In the same manner, there were a large
number of kings, ministers, religious and
social leaders, wealthy and powerful people around Supreme Father Kirpal; but
He became kind and benevolent on this
poor and lowly Ajaib, who possessed
nothing of the worldly order, neither having learning nor power, position or
prominence -nothing but intense longing
for Him and His holy remembrance. If
one loses a large quantity of gold, and
someone helps him to find the lost gold,
then obviously how can one help but
thank from the core of his heart the
one who helped in finding that gold -- not
the gold itself. And it is on this account,
that Ajaib never feels shy or tired of expressing his debt and gratitude to all great
and all wise Supreme Father Kirpal, because He brought me in communion with
the Word-personified Guru, Who 1s in all,
and can do everything He wants; because
He is the Powerful One from whom I was
separated ages ago. The question is: who
can sing His praise, unless He Himself
gives out the capacity to do it? He was,
and is, the Owner of all divine blessings;
and whosoever sang His praises, got Him,
as He came to manifest and reside within
him, with all His benedictions and blessings.

Where will one get such a Guru in the
whole world? It is the fortunate few, who
after coming in contact with Him, lived
and acted on His words, and engaged
themselves deeply and profoundly in the
holy meditation.
Baba Jaimal Singh Ji meditated very
hard; whenever He felt sleepy, He used
to whip His body with a leather stick, and
stand against a bed turned upside down,
with legs apart. Similarly, Emperor Sawan had a special bairagan (wooden
stand) made, with the help of which He
could stand in meditation for nights together. Guru Amardas used to tie His hair
with a nail and do meditation, and the
place is now a holy place. Supreme Father Kirpal used to stand in the flowing
cold water of river Ravi, for hours on
wintry nights.

Maya is a great deceiver, I know.
KABIR

Maya is the chief deceiver. It has deceived
prominent Rishis, Munis, prophets and
seers, and created most of the strains and
strife in this world. It creates greed and
makes one burn in the fire of anger, and
catching everyone, gets its work done. It
is only the Saints who have conquered it;
while the world runs after it, it humbles
itself before the great meditators.
The Ram, or God, or Supreme Father
Kirpal, resides in this human body, and
whoever is fortunate can solve the mystery of life and death, after seeking the
way from a Perfect Saint. This is the only
saving grace, because one cannot free
oneself from the mind by any other
means. Consequently, we should proceed
without delay; and taking guidance from
the Saints, work for our release.

Remember Him, eating, drinking,
walking and sleeping,
He is holy and will make you shine
too.
SANT BANI

Nanak tells Trilochan that His name
should be kept on the tongue;
While working with hands and feet,
we should keep our mind with
Him.
The Key of the capital of Celestial
Music has been kept with the
Saints.
If the inside is dirty, one does not
reach the heavens by dipping in
the holy waters.
Nothing will be gained by pleasing
the people, because the Lord is
not a child.
Nothing compares with the Satsang
of the Saints, as no holy place is
greater than it.
If one dips in meditations, sins are
wiped out in no time.
Singing the praise of Hari, in the
company of a Sadhu,
One gets the perfect Satguru, 0
Nanak.
All lowly ones were liberated by devotion to the feet of the Saints.
Many were lost in the pride of clan
and caste.
That Pundit is well-versed, brave and
wise Nanak worshiped the Lord in the
company of a Saint and was accepted.
Kabir, there are neither herds of
stags, nor rows of lions,
There are no bags full of pearls, nor
do Sadhus come in numbers.
Mind became a bird and flew in the
skies The heavens were empty, because
the Lord is with the Saints.
The Lord is in the human heart, but
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one does not know it; curse on
such a life.
Tulsi, the whole world is afflicted
with cataract.
Why should the heart in which the
Lord resides, be not at peace?
With all efforts to keep it hidden, it
brightens up.
Everyone makes the body a renunciate, and not the mind;
Sahjo, one gets the inner knowledge,
i f mind becomes a renunciate.
The sky is on fire and fire balls are
falling,
Had there been no Saints, the world
would have burnt itself.
The worst of the sinners are liberated
in the company of the Saints,
The angel of death does not come
near,
He unites those who are separated
since ages and aeons.
Have we ever realized how for our
outer things, we run from pillar to post,
and to far-flung places; but have we forgotten our scaffold of birth and death?
What are we doing? One should sit calm
and composed and consider how to solve
the riddle of birth and death. We run to
the courts of Law for worldly things,
seeking success, but have never cared even
a little for the advice and inducement of
the Guru: that this human body is the
most precious opportunity and should not
be lost in misdeeds and wrongdoing; that
the scaffold of birth and death is painful
and hard; that since its birth, the soul is in
the company of the Negative Power and
mind and has become wedded to it, and
has taken it to be its husband. Just as
according to Indian tradition, the wife
weeps when the husband comes to take
her, similarly, the soul weeps when Kal

comes t o take it at the time of death. But
weep or not, the Angel of Death will take
it, and put it on the way which is thinner
than the fraction of a hair; even an ant
cannot tread on it. On this way, the soul
often falls and tries to get up repeatedly;
but has t o face indescribable agony and
suffering. Perfect Masters narrate the
plight of the soul on this path to Their disciples, and advise that if they have fear
of death, then they should devote maximum time toward their real work.
But who can work hard on this way?
We have taken it to be just a business. We
go to the Gurdwara or the Mandir, the
mosque or the church, or the Ganges, and
think that we have done our most. Once,
a dear one from Baghar Desh came to me
and said that he had made a pilgrimage
to the Ganges. But I said, "What about
the pride with which you have come back
from your visit to the Holy Ganges?
When did you leave that?"

I have killed everyone in the ~torld,
but not my own self.
Every dear one is drawn into this deep
and fast tide. When will we leave it and
when will our work be completed? We
will not be able to leave it without the
grace of a Perfect Master. H e is God personified, but we have stopped even being
afraid of Him. Perfect Masters often advise us t o become His worshipers and
please Him. Sit daily in His remembrance, and ring the bell of the door of
His love and beg Him that H e may spare
us the sting of death. H e is utterly compassionate and kind, and if we seek
His kindness, then how will H e not
grant it t o us? He will take millions of
steps toward us if we take just one step
toward Him. We must understand that if
we get someone who is prepared to d o so
much for us, is it not our duty and obligation to obey Him, abide by what He

tells us to do, and surrender ourselves before Him?
Once, there was a she-camel who was
not yielding milk after delivery, and her
child became weak and was nearing
death. The owner went to a mendicant
and told him the case history, and he
came t o see the animal himself. As the
mendicant was an expert, he understood
the problem within no time; he tied the
she-camel hand and foot with a strong
rope, and tied the child at a separate
place, so that the child could not go near
the mother; and told the owner not to
loosen the rope until he came. The mendicant went there again after twenty-four
hours, and loosened both, when the
mother ran up t o the small one. When
asked what the problem was, the mendicant said that the she-camel had been fed
so heavily that she suffered the poison of
excessiveness, and could not recognise
even her own progeny. But after the poison subsided, she recognized her child and
started giving milk. Similarly, our mind
is affected by the poison of possessiveness
and vices, and that is why we do not obey
the orders of the Guru. We should
remember that that poison will subside
when we are struck by the sting of death,
and whatever outer remedial measures we
may take, the sting of death will not be
removed until we please the inner Guru;
and as H e is love, with love alone will He
be won over.
Prophet Mohammed has said that
when people sit together t o talk of the
Lord, then the Angels encircle them from
all four sides, the blessings of God envelop them within itself, and within that
the kindness of God; then peace and tranquility descend upon them, and God also
mentions them in His court. It is stated
in Islamic Hadish that if someone intends
to sit with the Lord, he may sit with Sufis
and mystics who are clean through and
through, and then there is no one with
S A N T BANI

them except the Almighty Himself. In
such a state, one should think that one is
sitting with God and talking of Him.
When you talk of Him, you remember
Him, and the One about Whom you talk
is also bound to be present there. It has
also been stated in the Hadish, that God
has said that He Himself is always with
man; and when one remembers Him,
both His lips move in the remembrance
of the man who is remembering Him. It
has also been said that He sits with those
who remember Him, and loves those who
love Him. It is therefore our bounden
duty to act on the orders of the Satguru,
and comply with them constantly; this is
our primary responsibility.
Perfect Masters always overflow with
the love of their Guru and stress that if
by effacing our ego, we would do Guru
Bhakti, we will earn the love of the Guru.
I have kept a wonderful thing hidden in my heart,
I will sacrifice my head i f my heart
goes anywhere except to the Guru;
Without the Beloved the whole world
seems empty,
Quite possibly, He shows Himself to
me from the invisible and remains
with me.
EGO

Ego is the ailment of all ailments. One
thinks that everything is one's own. If one
thinks that everything belongs to God Almighty, then one's veil of ignorance is removed. If one has not seen the Satguru
while living, then how can one say that
one will see Him after death? If someone
says happily that his next birth will be in
a human body, one should ask him lovingly whether he is not in the human form
now, and if that is so, why not do that
which has to be done in the next human
body? Lord Krishna and Lord Rama have
advised that one should leave everything
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and come to their refuge, so that they may
forgive. Once, someone talked about my
Satguru and said that He had strange attributes. I received a current-like sensation and said three times that my Guru
was God; on which that person remarked,
"Your Guru is no doubt God." And
everyone of us must think in this way in
order to get that which we desire; all our
desires can be fulfilled only in this manner. I always say that I secured Him only
by getting immersed in Him.
MIND

There is only one enemy - mind. Even
though we all are children of the same Father, we keep fighting and quarreling
amongst ourselves. The human being
spends his life in strain and strife, and is
deprived of the bliss it should have enjoyed. If we accept what the mind tells us
to do, then where is the order of Guru
left?
REAL ORDER OF SATGURU

A human being is caught in his own
net. If one acts on the order of the Guru,
then one realizes that every breath is
worth more than the three worlds. But
like a crocodile, it takes the hook along
with the fish.
Those who go to the feet of a Perfect
Master, enjoy the benefit of Ashvamedha
Yagya, at each step. The five Pandavas,
for whose help Bhagwan Krishna was always ready, had to undergo great hardship for doing one such yagya. Draupadi
had to labor hard to make one sadhu take
his food with them, and then only their
Ashvamedha Yagya became successful.
By going to the Guru, one does not know
the benefit of how many Ashvamedha
Yagyas one gets.
The true Emperor Sawan always used
to say that mind is our only enemy, and
that it always wants not to peep in, but
to be engaged in the poisons and in deep

slumber. It is not easy to sleep less, or eat
less, or remain awake in the night and
fight with the mind. It is very difficult to
meditate. He also used to say that the
world is not bad, but don't make it your
own - make best use of it. While living in
it, we should remain aloof, keeping our
attention toward the Satguru, Simran or
Naam, perform our duty like a good and
faithful servant and become His real
devotees. And if we ever become of the
Guru, and do His work, the Lord Himself does the work of the devotees. He
also used to say that hearing the praise of
Kabir, His opponents tried to defame
Him and sent letters to many people, saying that there will be a bhandara at
Kabir's house on a specified date and that
they were all invited to come.
When Kabir saw people coming to his
house in large numbers, and sensed that
his opponents had played mischief with
Him, He went to the forest and engaged
Himself in meditation, saying, "If I retain
the name and fame, it is Yours; and if I
lose it, then also it is Yours." The Lord
Himself appeared in the form of Kabir,
served and satisfied everyone, and all the
people went back appreciating Kabir and
speaking of His greatness. If one becomes
that of the Lord, then of whom will the
Lord become? After all, the Lord is also
of the disciple. When people praised
Kabir on this occasion, He said,
I did not do it, could not have done
it, would not have done it;
It is the Lord Who has done it, and
the credit has gone to Kabir.
NAAM

Salvation lies in Naam, and except Satguru and Naam, none can free the soul.
The bad deeds of the soul have to be accounted for, because one has cornmitted
them himself. The remedy of all bad
deeds is meditation, and so one should al-

ways remain attached to the wealth of
Naam. The Guru Who can forgive us is
sitting inside. We should reach Him so
that we may be forgiven.
Our soul has become weak, but it does
not get the food of meditation. We should
not weaken the soul further by increasing the worldly desires. We should repeat
the charged names, and we will conquer
the mind one day. It is not possible to remove a silken cloth spread on thorns
abruptly, but if one slowly removes the
cloth from every point, then it will be removed in the course of time, and the cloth
will not be torn. Similarly, by devoting
increased time, the soul can be slowly
separated and withdrawn from the nine
portals of the body.
Our body is full of bad karmas, and
that is why we cannot do Simran. It is
therefore necessary that we should weed
out the seashells of misdeeds and do the
invaluable Simran as much as possible, so
that the bad karmas are exterminated and
real bliss achieved.
The message of Saints is for all
religions and all communities. When a
dear one goes to a Saint, then people
greatly criticize and slander him, and so
many times even stop him from going to
the Saint. Public shame is like a huge wall
in the field of spirituality. King Pipa was
in search of the Truth, and when he asked
who it was that could give that secret to
him, he was told that Ravidas the cobbler
was the Perfect Master of the time. He
thought, Ravidas is a cobbler of low
caste; what will the people think if they
come to know that the king has accpeted
him as his Guru? Once, when everyone
had gone to a fair, he quietly went to Ravidas, who thought that as the king had
dared to come to him, he should give him
something great and special. He therefore
took the water from His washing bowl
and asked the King to take that. The mind
of the King took over completely, and inSANT BANI

stead of drinking the water, he allowed
it to pass through the wide arms of his
kurta, and reaching home, immediately
called the washerman and asked him to
take his clothes and wash them immediately, without anyone knowing about it.
He thought that if he had taken the water, the Saint would have made him a cobbler. The washerman went to his house,
and asked his daughter to suck the water
stains to remove them. As the daughter
of the washerman was innocent, she swallowed the sucked water, instead of spitting it out; and her veil of darkness was
removed. And the news went round the
whole city that the veil of ignorance of the
daughter of the washerman had been removed, and she had become a Mahatma.
The King went to see the girl; and when
he arrived there, the girl stood up. The
King told the girl that he had not gone
there as a King, but as a beggar; and the
girl replied that she had not stood up because he was a king, but because she was
grateful: "Everything I got was in your
shirt!" It was then that the King understood the secret, and cursed the public
shame which had ruined him. He repented and went to Ravidas Ji and begged
his forgiveness. Ravidas Ji said that the
water he had given him was his earned
and accumulated attention. He also said
that He would initiate the king, but he
would now have to work hard for securing success, though He encouraged him
not to worry about the past. Ravidas Ji
also said that public shame takes one
away from the spiritual path, and is a big
hurdle and obstacle on it.

this cannot be done with money, because
if it could, one could mortgage one's
property and possessions and get it. The
disciple wants to love the Guru through
words, but that is not possible. So long
as the mind is controlling the soul, how
can it go up and in, as it is blocking the
soul's way? Gurubhakti can be done by
pleasing the Guru, and becoming the
lover of the Guru. The soul has forgotten Him; if it becomes the lover of the
Guru, the Guru never forgets it and
gradually makes it as His own.
SIMRAN

By doing Simran, the Lord always remains with the soul, and by doing it constantly and continually, the inner eye
opens, and the disciple sees his Guru.
Through Simran, contact with the inner
Naam or unstruck music is established,
and one comes to have that power which
works from inside, and the angels of
death are controlled and do not come
near. One feels happy internally, and
whatever praises one may keep singing
outside, the soul gets greater intoxication
from inside. The Perfect Masters always
say that one should do Simran with full
attention and faith, and only then will one
find the inner Radiant Form of the Guru,
and then, gazing on that form, one becomes like Him. And the Satguru will
take you in with the hook of His gaze;
and this is the greatness of that power,
and the competence of the Perfect
Master.
If one wants to meet the Satguru or
God, one cannot do so till the Guru does
the grafting. Just as the branch of a tree
GURUBHAKTI
cannot graft itself, even if it wishes to,
Gurubhakti is the work of lovers and and cannot bear the fruit; similarly, if the
brave people, not of cowards; and the disciple wants to see the Sat Naam, it will
first step on the path is that one should never become possible so long as the Satcome in contact with a Perfect Master and guru does not engraft it with the Naam
power inside. Further, when the grafting
then work hard and earn love.
Gurubhakti is the love of the Guru and is done, the branch cannot remain sepa-
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rate, and so also by coming in contact
with the Naam, the dear one cannot remain away from it, because one has to
lose oneself in the nectar and in that state,
all fear is removed.
Thus man has died and been born
many times, but has remained covered in
the thick veil. And one does not feel
ashamed because one does not know what
the veil is-the veil of darkness. One always came in darkness and died in darkness; and even then it did not feel
ashamed.
The fakir dies in such a manner that he
has not to die anymore. Till we come alive
out of this body, we will not be able t o
manifest the Guru inside, nor will we be
able t o obtain comfort and solace from
the Guru. The lovers d o not consider the
heavens, fairies or supernatural powers
anywhere near or equal to the Guru. They
consider the grace of the Master to be uppermost, and more than all the treasures
of the world. They kiss the dust of the Beloved's doorway, consider themselves to
be his beggars, and d o not feel that kings
and emperors can compare with Him.
When a lover suffers uneasiness and
discomfort for his beloved, then he gets
a joy which the worldly people have never
had the good fortune to get. When a lover
increasingly tolerates the hardships and
privations for the beloved, then the beloved also wants to give the lover more
and more joy and happiness. One should
always be happy in the will of the Lord.
If we remain in the will of the Lord,
then H e will take us back t o our Home
and finish our problem of birth and
death. We should wake up in the night
and direct our attention toward the Lord
and travel on the Path leading to Him.
If we d o not sleep during the night, and
remain awake in His remembrance, then
we will be able to have the treasure of imperishable peace, and the radiance of the
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Lord. We have spent thousands of nights
in lust and passions; if we spend nights
similarly for the Satguru, then we will see
the true and real pearl. Let us not be
afraid that by remaining awake in the
night, we may have any problem with our
thoughts; we must always consider the
fountain of life inside, and that will give
strength to the mind and body. We will
be full of radiance and light, and will hear
the celestial music, by hearing which, the
suffering will be removed and the old
wounds and karmic debts will be finished.
We have heard a lot of stories about
our Guru: that H e is very high and holy
and immortal; but when we see Him inside, then only will we see how great H e
is, and that even the sun and moon are
deriving light from Him; and we will be
convinced of His greatness.
We have got the Perfect Master, but we
have never seen or enjoyed the treasure
of Naam. Just as the errand boy of the
prostitute has never enjoyed with her,
similarly, we have never enjoyed the nectar from the treasure of our Guru. We
may just think that as long as we d o not
give our mind to the Satguru, how will He
come inside us, and how will we see His
Radiant Form, and without that, how will
our riddle of birth and death be solved?
Without giving our body, how will we be
freed? And without the Radiant Form,
how will the mind and heart become
pure? So long as H e does not appear
within, oilr life and devotion toward Him
cannot become real. We will remain without the high and elevated places of this
path, and will not find the Guru, nor be
able to see Him in His courtyard.
One who is lost in the remembrance of
the Lord, becomes free from the world,
because in His lane, the lover thinks of
Him, gives place only to Him in his heart,
and does not see anything else except
Him.
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